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ABSTRACT
Relationships between parameters of convective entrainment into a shear-free, linearly stratified atmosphere
predicted by the zero-order jump and general-structure bulk models of entrainment are reexamined using data
from large eddy simulations (LESs). Relevant data from other numerical simulations, water tank experiments,
and atmospheric measurements are also incorporated in the analysis. Simulations have been performed for 10
values of the buoyancy gradient in the free atmosphere covering a typical atmospheric stability range. The
entrainment parameters derived from LES and relationships between them are found to be sensitive to the model
framework employed for their interpretation. Methods of determining bulk model entrainment parameters from
the LES output are proposed and discussed.
Within the range of investigated free-atmosphere stratifications, the LES predictions of the inversion height
and buoyancy increment across the inversion are found to be close to the analytical solutions for the equilibrium
entrainment regime, which is realized when the rate of time change of the CBL-mean turbulence kinetic energy
and the energy drain from the CBL top are both negligibly small. The zero-order model entrainment ratio of
about 0.2 for this regime is generally supported by the LES data. However, the zero-order parameterization of
the entrainment layer thickness is found insufficient. A set of relationships between the general-structure entrainment parameters for typical atmospheric stability conditions is retrieved from the LES. Dimensionless
constants in these relationships are estimated from the LES and laboratory data. Power-law approximations for
relationships between the entrainment parameters in the zero-order jump and general-structure bulk models are
evaluated based on the conducted LES. In the regime of equilibrium entrainment, the stratification parameter
of the entrainment layer, which is the ratio of the buoyancy gradient in the free atmosphere to the overall
buoyancy gradient across the entrainment layer, appears to be a constant of about 1.2.

1. Introduction
The atmospheric convective boundary layer (CBL) is
a particular type of turbulent boundary layer forced by
buoyancy flux originating at the bottom of the layer
(surface heating) or at its top (radiative cooling from
clouds), or both. Buoyant convection is usually the main
mechanism of turbulence production in the CBL, and
the contribution of wind shear to the generation of turbulence is of secondary importance. In cases when shear
production is negligible compared to the buoyancy production of turbulence within the CBL, the CBL is considered shear-free. This paper focuses on the clear (no
clouds), shear-free CBL driven by buoyancy forcing
only from the underlying surface.
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The discussion below is presented in terms of buoyancy, defined as b 5 2g(r 2 r 0 )/r 0 , where r is the
density of the fluid, r 0 is the reference density, and g
is the acceleration due to gravity. The virtual potential
temperature u y can be used instead of r to define buoyancy, b 5 g(u y 2 u y 0 )/u y 0 , where u y 0 is the reference
value of u y since, in most atmospheric cases, the two
can be assumed to be linearly related.
The CBL can be subdivided into three separate layers:
the surface layer, in which the buoyancy decreases fairly
rapidly with height; the mixed layer, where mean vertical buoyancy gradients are near zero; and the entrainment zone (also referred to as the inversion layer or
interfacial layer), where buoyancy once again increases
significantly with height. Further details about CBL
structure are provided in several atmospheric boundary
layer textbooks. This paper focuses on the entrainment
zone in which air from the free atmosphere, which is
more buoyant than the CBL air, is entrained across the
inversion layer into the convectively mixed layer as the
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CBL grows. Such convective entrainment is maintained
by the penetration of thermals into the stably stratified
atmosphere above the CBL and subsequent folding of
more buoyant air from aloft into the CBL, as these overshooting thermals sink back into the mixed layer. The
rate of convective entrainment in the clear CBL depends
most critically on the buoyancy stratification in the free
atmosphere above the CBL (Sorbjan 1996) and the magnitude of buoyancy flux at the lower surface.
In atmospheric models of convective entrainment, the
vertical buoyancy distribution in the free atmosphere is
commonly taken to be linear (at least locally) and continuous (Zilitinkevich et al. 1992; Stevens and Lenschow 2001). The CBL development and convective
entrainment in a continuously and linearly stratified atmosphere have been extensively studied during special
field campaigns (e.g., Chorley et al. 1975; Kaimal et al.
1976; Caughey and Palmer 1979; Caughey 1982; Boers
et al. 1984; Stull and Eloranta 1984; Boers and Eloranta
1986; Boers 1989; Nelson et al. 1989; Batchvarova and
Gryning 1991, 1994; Gryning and Batchvarova 1994;
Lenschow 1998), in laboratory models of the atmospheric CBL and related flow types (e.g., Turner 1968;
1973; Deardorff et al. 1969; Willis and Deardorff 1974;
Deardorff et al. 1980; Deardorff and Willis 1985; Fernando 1991; Fedorovich et al. 1996; McGrath et al.
1997; Fedorovich and Kaiser 1998; Fedorovich et al.
2001a,b), with bulk CBL models (e.g., Ball 1960; Lilly
1968; Plate 1971; Betts 1973; Carson 1973; Tennekes
1973; Stull 1973; Betts 1974; Carson and Smith 1974;
Zilitinkevich 1975, 1991; Zeman and Tennekes 1977;
Deardorff 1979; Driedonks 1982; Driedonks and Tennekes 1984; Fedorovich 1995; Fedorovich and Mironov
1995; Fedorovich 1998), and by numerical simulations
(e.g., Deardorff 1970a, 1974; Sorbjan 1996; Lewellen
and Lewellen 1998; Sullivan et al. 1998; Lock and
MacVean 1999; van Zanten et al. 1999; Fedorovich et
al. 2001a,b; Stevens and Lenschow 2001; Fedorovich
and Thäter 2001; Otte and Wyngaard 2001).
Nevertheless, a consensus has not been reached regarding the dependence of the integral parameters of
convective entrainment on the capping inversion
strength and static stability in the free atmosphere. These
integral parameters are the CBL growth rate (also called
the entrainment rate), the entrainment ratio (the ratio of
the buoyancy flux of entrainment to the surface buoyancy flux), and the relative entrainment layer depth (the
ratio of the entrainment layer depth to that of the CBL).
Convective entrainment in the linearly stratified atmosphere has been extensively examined within the
framework of the zero-order jump bulk model (ZOM).
The ZOM was introduced in Lilly (1968), used extensively in Zilitinkevich (1991) to investigate particular
regimes of shear-free penetrative convection, and generalized in Fedorovich (1995). The ZOM parameterizes
the inversion layer by an interface of infinitesimally
small thickness in which buoyancy and buoyancy flux,
averaged over horizontal planes and/or in time, have
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zero-order discontinuities. More recently, Lilly (2002)
suggested that local profiles of buoyancy and buoyancy
flux may actually resemble the ZOM parameterization
very closely and that the differences between ZOM and
horizontally averaged profiles of buoyancy and buoyancy flux may disappear if a transformed coordinate
system is used. Details of the ZOM methodology and
associated entrainment parameterizations are provided
in the next section.
Inspired by Deardorff’s (1979) ideas, Fedorovich and
Mironov (1995) developed a general-structure model
(GSM) of entrainment. The model is based on a selfsimilar representation of the buoyancy profile within the
entrainment zone that in GSM, unlike in ZOM, has a
finite nonzero thickness. Details of the GSM are also
given in the next section. The GSM model provided an
explanation for some ambiguous relationships between
the entrainment parameters in the water tank experiments of Deardorff et al. (1980), but it has not yet been
tested against large eddy simulation (LES) data.
In the present study, the relationships between the
integral parameters of convective entrainment in the linearly stratified atmosphere are investigated numerically,
by means of a large eddy simulation. Data from other
numerical and experimental studies are also used in the
analysis. The investigated ranges of the CBL depth and
the stratification strength cover most of their atmospheric variability.
Output of the LES is interpreted in terms of the bulk
models and compared with analytical solutions of the
ZOM for the particular regime of equilibrium (quasi
stationary) entrainment. The regime of equilibrium entrainment is realized when the rate of time change of
the CBL-mean turbulence kinetic energy and the energy
drain from the CBL top are both negligibly small. The
occurrence of this regime, which is characterized by a
constant value of the entrainment ratio, is verified
through numerical solutions. Entrainment predictions by
the ZOM and GSM are compared with entrainment characteristics derived from LES. Inherent limitations of the
bulk model parameterizations of convective entrainment
are demonstrated and discussed.
2. Bulk models of convective entrainment
a. Zero-order jump model
Under typical atmospheric conditions, three regions
(sublayers) can be distinguished within the CBL: the
near-surface layer, the convectively mixed layer, and the
inversion layer. The mean buoyancy in the convectively
mixed layer, b m , is approximately constant with respect
to height. Close to the surface, the buoyancy decreases
with height from its surface value to its mixed layer
value, b m . The mean vertical turbulent buoyancy flux
B, obtained by the horizontal and/or time averaging,
decreases linearly with height in the mixed layer. Its
zero-crossing height roughly corresponds to the mixed-
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with due regard for the ZOM parameterization of the
vertical buoyancy profile described above, Eq. (1) yields
the equation of the buoyancy budget in the CBL:

1

2

d N 2 z i2
2 z i Db 5 B s ,
dt 2

(2)

where B s is the surface value of the vertical buoyancy
flux (see Fedorovich 1995 for details). To arrive at Eq.
(2), the difference between the mean buoyancy in the
convectively mixed layer, b m , and the actual buoyancy
near the surface is neglected. Although this difference
may be substantial, its contribution to the integral buoyancy budget in the CBL is small and can safely be
neglected by virtue of the fact that the surface layer
depth is small compared to the CBL depth.
Integrating Eq. (1) over z from 0 to z 5 z i1 and taking
into account Eq. (2) yield the ZOM buoyancy flux profile:
FIG. 1. Representation of the buoyancy b and buoyancy flux B
profiles in the ZOM and GSM, after Fedorovich and Mironov (1995).
The GSM b and B profiles, which schematically are rather close to
typical atmospheric b and B profiles, are shown by thin solid lines,
and their ZOM counterparts are given by heavy dashed lines. See the
text for notation.

layer top. Above the mixed layer, the buoyancy increases sharply with height throughout the capping inversion,
and its net change over the finite depth of the interfacial
layer is denoted as db. The buoyancy flux reaches a
minimum at some level within the inversion and vanishes toward the upper boundary of the inversion.
The ZOM representation of the vertical buoyancy
profile in the atmospheric CBL (Zilitinkevich 1991; Fedorovich and Mironov 1995) is based on the aforementioned observational evidence. This representation is illustrated in Fig. 1. The mean buoyancy b is taken to be
depth constant and equal to b m throughout the whole
CBL. The inversion (interfacial) layer is replaced by a
zero-order discontinuity surface with a buoyancy jump
Db at the level z i , approximately halfway through the
inversion layer (for the remainder of this paper, d refers
to the net change in any time- and horizontally averaged
quantity across the inversion layer, and D refers to the
ZOM representation of this change). Stratification in the
free atmosphere above the CBL is characterized by a
positive vertical buoyancy gradient db/dz 5 N 2 , where
N is the Brunt–Väisälä (buoyancy) frequency. In a linearly stratified free atmosphere, at z . z i , the mean
buoyancy profile is given by b 5 b m 1 Db 1 N 2 (z 2
z i ).
The horizontally averaged buoyancy transport equation has the form
]b
]B
52 .
]t
]z

(1)

When integrated over the CBL depth from the surface
(z 5 0) to the outer edge of the inversion layer (z 5 z i1 ),

1

B 5 Bs 1 2

2

1

2

z
z
z
dz z
1 Bi 5 Bs 1 2
2 Db i .
zi
zi
zi
dt z i

(3)

The negative buoyancy flux at z 5 z i2 , B i [ 2Db(dz i /
dt), is treated in the ZOM as the entrainment buoyancy
flux (Lilly 1968). As is clear from Fig. 1, db is larger
than Db for all N larger than 0, and the absolute value
of the ZOM entrainment flux B i is larger than the absolute value of the actual buoyancy flux dB i in its minimum.
Given the surface buoyancy flux B s and the buoyancy
frequency N above the CBL, the buoyancy budget equation (2) contains two unknowns: the zero-order buoyancy increment Db (alternatively the mixed-layer buoyancy b m could be used) and the CBL depth z i . One more
equation is required to close the problem, namely, the
so-called entrainment equation.
The method of deriving the entrainment equation differs by author. Many authors have derived it by directly
relating the entrainment ratio (in some publications referred to as the entrainment coefficient) to one stratification parameter or another, or simply assuming it to
be a constant. The entrainment ratio is commonly defined as the negative of the ratio of the entrainment
buoyancy flux at the CBL top to the surface buoyancy
flux, 2B i /B s . Note that with this method, no explicit
treatment of the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) budget
is required. Indeed, the expression for the entrainment
buoyancy flux, B i 5 2Db(dz i /dt), follows from the
ZOM parameterization of the vertical buoyancy profile
(Lilly 1968) and the budget of mean buoyancy in the
CBL. An assumption on 2B i /B s immediately gives the
desired equation for z i without an explicit treatment of
the TKE budget in the CBL, although this budget stands
behind any entrainment equation.
We adhere to the approach outlined by Zilitinkevich
(1991), which is based on the explicit treatment of the
TKE budget and physically transparent hypotheses
about the vertical profiles of the TKE and its dissipation
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rate within the CBL. In this manner, the potential and
inherent limitations of the ZOM, or any other bulk model, are clarified. The entrainment equation derived by
Zilitinkevich (1991) is rather general and can be applied
to many regimes of entrainment in any two-layer or
linearly stratified fluid. The equation can be reduced to
simpler forms to describe more specific regimes of entrainment, such as the equilibrium entrainment regime
considered simultaneously by Betts (1973), Tennekes
(1973), and Carson (1973). We begin with the derivation
of the general entrainment equation and simplify it to
the case of equilibrium entrainment, which we investigate in this paper.
Consider the (horizontally averaged) transport equation for the TKE in the shear-free CBL. It reads

Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (5), we obtain
the entrainment equation:

](Fe 1 Fp )
]e
5B2
2 «,
]t
]z

Db(dz i /dt)
5 1 2 2C« [ C1 .
Bs

(4)

where e is the TKE per unit mass, F e and F p are the
vertical fluxes of energy associated with turbulent transport and pressure fluctuations, respectively (it is assumed that they both vanish at the underlying surface),
and « is the TKE dissipation rate. Integration of Eq. (4)
over z from z 5 0 to z 5 z i1 gives the integral TKE
budget in the CBL:
d
dt

E

zi

e dz 5

0

1

2

zi
dz
B s 2 Db i 2 F i 2
2
dt

E

zi

« dz,

(5)

0

where F i 5 (F e 1 F p ) | zi1 stands for the upward energy
flux at the CBL top. This flux is related to the energy
drain from the CBL due to internal gravity waves propagating in the stably stratified free atmosphere aloft
(Stull 1976b; Zilitinkevich 1991).
Based on the Deardorff (1970b) and Zilitinkevich and
Deardorff (1974) scaling considerations for the shearfree CBL, Zilitinkevich (1991) proposed a parameterization for e and « in the ZOM:
e 5 w*2 we

12

z
,
zi

«5

12

w*3
z
w
,
zi « zi

(6)

where w* 5 (B s Z i )1/3 is the Deardorff (1970a,b) convective velocity scale and w e , w« are dimensionless universal functions of the dimensionless height, z 5 z/z i .
These functions integrate to two universal constants:

E

1

Ce 5

0

E

1

we (z ) dz and C « 5

w« (z ) dz,

(7)

0

whose values have to be determined empirically. According to Zilitinkevich (1991), C e 5 0.5 and C« 5 0.4.
The approximate character of the scaling relations (6)
and (7) suggests some (presumably small) scatter of
empirical estimates of dimensionless constants C e and
C« . In other words, these constants are not universal in
a strict sense. This indicates an inherent uncertainty of
any ZOM entrainment parameterization.

10
dz i
Db(dz i /dt)
2F i
3 21/ 3
C e B21/
zi
5 12
2
2 2C« . (8)
s
3
dt
Bs
Bs zi
If the left-hand side and the third term on the right-hand
side of the above equation are both small compared to
1, Eq. (8) describes a quasi-stationary evolution of the
CBL in the absence of energy drain by the gravity
waves. This corresponds to the equilibrium entrainment
regime mentioned earlier. In this case, the integral TKE
production by the buoyancy forces is balanced by the
dissipation and the entrainment at the mixed-layer top,
and Eq. (8) reduces to
(9)

The above form of the entrainment equation has been
widely applied in atmospheric models of convection for
almost three decades starting from the simultaneously
and independently published papers by Betts (1973),
Carson (1973), and Tennekes (1973). The value of C1
is commonly taken equal to 0.2 and often considered
to be universal. However, the flow of arguments presented above suggests that the equilibrium entrainment
associated with a constant entrainment ratio 2Db(dz i /
dt)B s is merely an approximation within the ZOM
framework conditioned by rather stringent assumptions.
Recall, in this regard, that the approximate character of
the similarity hypothesis regarding the vertical profile
of the TKE dissipation rate [see Eqs. (6) and (7)] implies
some spread of the C1 estimates. Therefore, Eq. (9) is
no more than a reasonable approximation, even in the
idealized case of equilibrium entrainment when the lefthand side of Eq. (8) and F are both negligibly small.
Zilitinkevich (1991) used Eq. (8) to examine the other
limiting case where the CBL grows into a very stable
nonturbulent layer. In that case, the integral TKE budget
was assumed to be chiefly maintained by a gain due to
surface buoyancy source and losses due to dissipation,
entrainment, and the energy drain by internal waves.
Using a reasonable parameterization of F i , based on the
linear theory of internal gravity waves and simple scaling arguments for the amplitude and the length of internal waves, a number of regimes of entrainment into
a strongly stratified fluid observed in laboratory experiments were explained. As shown below, the regime of
convective entrainment in which the integral TKE budget is dominated by the wave term is not likely to occur
in typical atmospheric conditions, at least not within the
range of the free-atmosphere stratifications considered
in the present study. It may, however, be encountered
in other geophysical flows.
In the equilibrium entrainment regime, the system of
two ZOM equations, Eq. (2) and Eq. (9), for the two
unknowns, Db and z i , can be written in dimensionless
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form using N and B s as scaling parameters (Zilitinkevich
1991):

1

2

d ẑ i2
2 ẑ i Db̂ 5 1,
dt̂ 2
Db̂

(10)

dẑ i
5 C1 ,
dt̂

(11)

where ẑ i 5 z iB 21/2
N 3/2 , Db̂ 5 DbB 21/2
N 21/2 , and t̂ 5 tN
s
s
are the dimensionless CBL depth, the dimensionless
buoyancy increment across the inversion layer, and dimensionless time, respectively.
The system (10) and (11) has the following analytical
solution (Zilitinkevich 1991):
ẑ i 5 [2(1 1 2C1 )t̂ ]1/ 2 ,
Db̂ 5 C1 [2t̂ /(1 1 2C1 )]1/ 2 .

(12)

Apart from the entrainment ratio, the following ZOM
parameters of entrainment are widely employed in atmospheric modeling (Deardorff et al. 1980; Nelson et
al. 1989; Zilitinkevich 1991; Fedorovich and Mironov
1995; Stevens and Lenschow 2001): the dimensionless
entrainment rate
E5

1 dz i
;
w* dt

(13)

the Richardson number RiDb based on the zero-order
buoyancy increment Db across the inversion (entrainment) layer,
RiDb 5

Db · z i
;
w*2

(14)

and the Richardson number Ri N based on the buoyancy
frequency N in the turbulence-free fluid above the
CBL,
z2N 2
Ri N 5 i 2 .
w*

(15)

It is easy to notice from the above scaling and from
the ZOM solution (12) for ẑ i , and Db̂ that the above
specified parameters of entrainment can be expressed in
terms of ẑ i , Db̂, and t̂ as
E 5 ẑ i21/ 3

dẑ i
,
dt̂

RiDb 5 Db̂ẑ i1/ 3 ,

Ri N 5 ẑ i4/ 3 .

(16)

Hence, in the equilibrium entrainment regime, the above
parameters are uniquely related to the dimensionless
time t̂ and to each other in the following way:
21
E } t̂ 22/3 } Ri Db
} Ri 21
N ,

(17)

and the product of E and RiDb is constant: ERiDb 5 C1 .
The height difference Dz i , which is roughly twice the
distance between the B zero-crossing height and z i (see
Fig. 1) is sometimes taken as a measure of the inversion
layer depth in the ZOM (Stull 1976a; Zilitinkevich
1991).
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In order to test the ZOM predictions of entrainment,
the experimental data and numerical simulations must
be cast in relevant terms. The method used to determine
Db and z i from the data and simulations is crucial in
order for the test to be consistent with the model framework. For instance, taking db instead of Db or assigning
z i to some arbitrary level within the entrainment zone
can lead to erroneous conclusions regarding the ZOM
performance.
In his recent paper, Lilly (2002) suggested that local
(nonaveraged) profiles of buoyancy and buoyancy flux
within the CBL strongly resemble their ZOM counterparts and that the smoother profiles found in horizontally
averaged LES and atmospheric data can be explained
using the ZOM profiles and a probability density function of the upper interface height. Within this framework, horizontally averaged ZOM-like profiles should
be retainable if the vertical coordinate is first transformed by normalizing by the local mixed-layer height
and then performing horizontal averaging within the
new coordinate system. Such an approach has been considered in this study, but identification of the local interface height from LES output becomes unreliable
when the free atmospheric stratification is small, in
which case the buoyancy jump across the interface can
become so small that it is not distinguishable from other
local vertical gradients in buoyancy that exist within the
mixed layer (at least, not distinguishable by an objective
technique). Attempts to transform the coordinate system
in the LES runs with greatest free atmosphere stratification showed some moderate success, so the approach
seems reasonable for cases in which a strong inversion
exists at the CBL top (such as for the stratocumulustopped marine boundary layer).
b. General-structure bulk model
In the general-structure models of convective entrainment (e.g., Deardorff 1979; Fedorovich and Mironov
1995), the average buoyancy profile in the inversion
layer and the integral parameters of the entrainment zone
are represented in a more realistic way than in the ZOM.
The GSM allows all the negative buoyancy flux of entrainment to take place within an inversion layer of the
finite thickness. The lower interface of the inversion
layer in the GSM coincides with the zero-crossing height
of the buoyancy flux profile, z il . The height z iu at which
B vanishes after reaching the minimum within the entrainment zone, is taken as the top of the inversion layer
(see Fig. 1).
The GSM parameterization of the vertical buoyancy
structure of the inversion layer is based on the concept
of self-similarity of the buoyancy profile b(z). This concept was put forward by Kitaigorodskii and Miropolsky
(1970) to describe the vertical structure of the seasonal
thermocline, an oceanic analog of the inversion layer
in the atmosphere. The concept states that the dimen-
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sionless buoyancy profile in the thermocline, F 5 (b 2
b m )/db, can be parameterized through a universal function of dimensionless depth, z e 5 (z 2 z il )/dz i . Here,
b m is the mean buoyancy of the mixed layer of depth
z il , and db is the buoyancy difference across the thermocline of depth dz i 5 z iu 2 z il . A number of computationally efficient parameterized models based on the
self-similar representation of the buoyancy profile in the
thermocline have been developed and successfully applied to simulate the evolution of the seasonal thermocline in the ocean (e.g., Kitaigorodskii 1970; Filyushkin and Miropolsky 1981) and the seasonal cycle
of temperature and mixing conditions in freshwater
lakes (e.g., Zilitinkevich 1991; Mironov et al. 1991).
The concept outlined above has also been applied by
Deardorff (1979) and Fedorovich and Mironov (1995)
to the buoyancy profile within the capping inversion of
the atmospheric CBL. In the case of a stably stratified
atmosphere above the inversion, the dimensionless function F becomes a function of two dimensionless parameters: the dimensionless distance from the bottom of the
entrainment layer, z e , and the relative stratification parameter G, which is the squared ratio of the buoyancy
frequency N in the free atmosphere to the mean buoyancy frequency (db/dz i )1/2 within the inversion: G 5
N 2 (dz i /db).
In the GSM of Fedorovich and Mironov (1995), the
buoyancy profile in the inversion layer is represented as
b 5 b m 1 dbF(z e , G),
(18)
where the shape function F is approximated by a fourthorder polynomial of z e . The polynomial satisfies appropriate boundary conditions at the upper and lower
boundaries of the inversion layer and the integral condition given by the first term of (19) below. The GSM
of Fedorovich and Mironov (1995) includes the buoyancy budget equations for the layers 0 # z # z il and 0
# z # z iu 5 z il 1 dz i , derived by integrating the buoyancy transfer equation (1) over the corresponding layers
with due regard to the parameterization (18). These
equations provide two relationships between the three
unknowns, which in the GSM are db, z il , and dz i . The
entrainment rate equation, which is conceptually similar
to the ZOM entrainment equation (8), closes the problem. The GSM equations contain two dimensionless empirical constants, which are the integrals of the normalized profiles of the TKE and of its dissipation rate
over the entire CBL (that is, from the surface to the
outer edge of the inversion). Those constants are analogous to the constants C e and C« that appear in the ZOM.
The GSM equations additionally contain two empirical
dimensionless functions:

E
E E
1

C b (G) 5

F(z e , G) dz e ,

0

z

1

C bb (G) 5

dz e

0

0

F(z e9, G) dz e9.

(19)
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The first of the above functions, C b (G), often referred
to as the shape factor, should be determined empirically.
The second function, C bb (G), is then defined by C b (G)
and the polynomial approximation of the shape function
F. We refer the reader to Fedorovich and Mironov
(1995) for further details regarding the GSM formulation.
It should be pointed out that z i , which is the prognostic variable in the ZOM, is no longer a prognostic
variable in the GSM. It is diagnosed from the GSM
solutions as the height of buoyancy flux minimum within the inversion layer. There are two GSM-specific parameters that cannot be computed in the framework of
the ZOM; namely, the dimensionless entrainment-layer
depth

dz i /z i ,

(20)

and the Richardson number Ri db based on the total buoyancy jump db across the inversion layer,
Rid b 5

dbz i
.
w*2

(21)

Note that the previously defined parameters E and Ri N
are equally applicable in both the ZOM and the GSM,
while RiDb is essentially a ZOM quantity.
In contrast to the ZOM equations (10) and (11) for
the equilibrium entrainment regime, GSM equations for
db, z il , and dz i do not allow an analytical solution and
have to be solved numerically. In the present study, we
use the numerical procedure described in Fedorovich
and Mironov (1995). The energy flux at the CBL top
due to internal waves, F u 5 F(z iu ), is parameterized
using the approach of Zilitinkevich (1991). The GSM
solutions for db, z il , and dz i will be presented below in
23/2
dimensionless form using N 21 and B1/2
as relevant
s N
time and length scales.
3. LES dataset
a. Simulations performed
Details regarding the LES code employed in this
study can be found in Deardorff (1980), Wyngaard and
Brost (1984), Nieuwstadt and Brost (1986), and Fedorovich et al. (2001a). The settings of LES specifically
used in this study are listed in Table 1. The standard
simulation domain size for this study was x 3 y 3 z 5
5 km 3 5 km 3 4 km, with a 50 3 50 3 200 grid and
no vertical stretching used. A 100 3 100 3 200 grid
was also used in the study to test the effects of resolution. Results of testing on a finer grid show that the
means and second-order statistics from simulations on
both employed grids differ by no more than about 5%,
indicating that most runs can be performed on the grid
with coarser horizontal resolution without a detrimental
impact on the simulation results.
The simulations are started with a two-layer temperature profile. The lower layer is a (pre-)mixed layer of
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TABLE 1. Parameters of conducted LES.

Parameter
Domain size
Grid
Surface temperature (buoyancy) flux
Temperature stratification above CBL
Time step
Lateral boundary conditions
Upper boundary conditions
Lower boundary conditions
Subgrid turbulence closure

Setting
5 km 3 5 km 3 4 km
50 3 50 3 200 (100 3 100 3 200 also used for testing)
Q s 5 0.3 K m s21 (B s 5 9.8 3 1023 m 2 s23 )
duy /dz within 10 gradations from 1023 K m21 to 1022 K m21 (N from 6 3 1023
s21 to 1.8 3 1022 s21 )
Evaluated from a numerical stability constraint; had a value of about 2 s on
average
Periodic for all prognostic variables and pressure
Neumann with zero gradient; a sponge layer imposed in the upper 20% of simulation domain
No slip for velocity, Neumann for temperature, pressure and subgrid TKE,
Monin–Obukhov similarity functions as in Fedorovich et al. (2001a)
Subgrid TKE based after Deardorff (1980)

constant u y 0 , which extends from the surface up to onetenth of the domain height. Above the mixed layer, the
potential temperature increases at a constant rate, ranging from du y /dz 5 10 23 K m 21 to du y /dz 5 10 22 K
m 21 , depending on the simulation being performed. A
constant temperature flux through the bottom surface is
applied, and the CBL is allowed to grow until z i reaches
six-tenths of the domain depth, at which time the simulation is ended in order to avoid effects of the sponge
layer on the flow properties at the CBL top. The turbulence statistics, which are used to derive ZOM and
GSM entrainment parameters, are calculated by averaging over horizontal planes and over 100 time steps.
b. Derivation of bulk model quantities from LES
In order to test bulk models of convective entrainment
against an LES, one has to specify a consistent procedure for deriving the bulk model variables from an LES
output. Some of these model quantities, such as the
inversion height, the inversion-layer depth, and the
buoyancy increment across the inversion, allow different interpretations depending on the type of bulk model.
They should, therefore, be determined from the LES
data in a manner consistent with the employed model
framework.
In the ZOM (see section 2a), parameters of entrainment are expressed in terms of the CBL depth (inversion
height) z i and the zero-order buoyancy jump Db. The
latter quantity is related to the corresponding zero-order
increment, D u y , of the virtual potential temperature by
Db 5 (g/u y 0 )D u y . Figure 2 shows examples of simulated
profiles of u y and of kinematic heat flux, Q 5 w9u9y , for
two values of the free-atmosphere vertical gradient of
u y : du y /dz 5 10 23 K m 21 and du y /dz 5 10 22 K m 21 . It
illustrates how z i and D u y are evaluated. The inversion
height z i is defined as the vertical distance from the
surface to the level within the entrainment zone where
the total (resolved 1 subgrid) heat flux w9u9y is a minimum. The zero-order virtual potential temperature increment D u y is calculated as the difference between the
u y value obtained by extrapolation of the u y profile from

the free atmosphere down to the level z 5 z i and the u y
value at the lower boundary of the entrainment zone.
This lower boundary is defined as the zero-crossing
height of the kinematic heat flux w9u9y below the inversion level. Using z i and Db evaluated in this way,
their dimensionless analogs, ẑ i and Db̂, are computed
as well as ZOM dimensionless parameters E, RiDb , and
Ri N [see Eqs. (13)–(15)]. The use of a height coordinate
system normalized by the local mixed-layer depth, described in Lilly (2002) was considered as well, but the
normalization procedure proved to be difficult for cases
with weak stratification of temperature (see the discussion at the end of section 2a).
In the GSM (see section 2b), the inversion height z i
is defined in the same way as in the ZOM, that is, as
the height of the heat flux minimum within the entrainment zone. The height, z il , of the lower interface of the
entrainment zone is defined as the zero-crossing height
of the heat (buoyancy) flux below z i . The height, z iu , of
the upper boundary of the entrainment zone is defined
as the level where the heat (buoyancy) flux either changes sign for the first time above z i or is a small portion
of its value at z 5 z i . This method of determining z il
and z iu from simulated profiles of heat flux is illustrated
in Fig. 2b. Using the estimates of z il and z iu , other GSM
parameters of the entrainment zone are calculated as du y
5 u y (z iu ) 2 u y (z il ), db 5 (g/u y 0 )du y , and dz i 5 z iu 2 z il
(see Fig. 2b). They are further used for evaluation of
the dimensionless entrainment layer thickness, dz i /z i
[see Eq. (20)], and the GSM Richardson number, Ri db
[Eq. (21)].
4. Evaluation of bulk model predictions through
LES
a. Zero-order model predictions
In the equilibrium entrainment regime specified in
section 2a, the ZOM predicts the normalized CBL depth
to be a function of the square root of dimensionless time
[see Eq. (12)]. This prediction is compared in Fig. 3
with LES results for five different N values. The com-
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FIG. 2. Examples of the turbulent heat flux and virtual potential temperature profiles obtained with LES for the cases of
weak (a) du y /dz 5 0.001 K m 21 and strong (b) du y /dz 5 0.01 K m 21 free atmosphere stratification. The order of profiles in
time: dotted, dashed, and solid. Upper and lower interfaces of the entrainment zones are shown for each CBL evolution stage
by straight lines of the corresponding style. The elapsed time between the profiles is of the order of 500 s in (a) and 25 000
s in (b). Evaluation of bulk model variables from the simulated temperature and heat flux distributions is illustrated in (b) for
profiles given by solid curves. See the text for notation.

parison shows that at t̂ . 100, when the simulated CBL
forgets about initial conditions, the computed ẑ i (t̂) values collapse to a straight line that in log coordinates
corresponds to a 1/2 power law. Such behavior of ẑ i is
in accordance with the previously derived Eqs. (16) and
(17), which relate E and Ri N to dimensionless time as
E } t̂ 22/3 and Ri N } t̂ 2/3 .
As has been discussed in section 2a, the negligibility
of the energy transport at the CBL top is one of the
conditions of equilibrium of entrainment. Another condition is the stationarity of the TKE budget in the CBL.
Our LES data indicate that the energy transport at the
CBL top is, indeed, very weak in the simulated cases.
The transport does not noticeably affect the ZOM value
of ẑ i within the considered range of the free-atmosphere
N values. Likewise, the TKE budget is nearly stationary.
Evaluation of Eq. (5) at a time early in an LES run,
when the assumption of the stationarity of the TKE
budget might be expected to fail, showed that the term
on the left-hand side of (5) was only about 5% of any
of the terms on the right-hand side.
Evaluation of C1 from the graph in Fig. 3, using the
expression for ẑ i in (12), results in C1 5 0.17. This
rounds to 0.2, which is the commonly accepted value
of this parameter (Tennekes 1973; Zilitinkevich 1991)
for equilibrium entrainment. The same value of C1 was
obtained in Fedorovich and Conzemius (2001) by direct

evaluation of Db(dz i /dt)/B s from the LES output for the
considered range of N variations. Additionally, this value of C1 can be estimated from the plot of RiDb (t̂) in
Fig. 4a using the expressions for Db̂ in (12) and (16),
although the resulting data points have a larger scatter
with this method. In this graph, simulation results for
all 10 values of N are plotted together. It should be noted
that the precision of the D u y evaluation from the simulated u y profiles is rather poor due to relatively large
fluctuations of entrainment zone depth with time. Therefore, to ensure a confident evaluation of RiDb and other
parameters of entrainment, the z i (t) dependencies retrieved from the LES data have been approximated by
polynomial or power-law functions, allowing a reduction in the scatter of these plots. The approximation
method was designed to retain general features of observed dependencies at larger t̂. In Fig. 4b, we show
RiDb and Ri db calculated using the original values of
inversion height and entrainment zone thickness from
LES output (without approximation). One may see that
these ‘‘raw’’ values of RiDb and Ri db follow the same
power laws as their counterparts in Fig. 4a.
In this way, our LES results generally support the
assumptions of constancy and universality of the ZOM
entrainment ratio, 2B i /B s 5 Db(dz i /dt)/B s in the equilibrium entrainment regime. The simulation data in Figs.
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better, and the 2dB i /B s ratios derived from LES are
closer to the ZOM estimate of 0.17. The actual ratio
2dB i /B s , therefore, changes with N, whereas the ZOM
entrainment ratio, 2Db(dz i /dt)/B s , remains approximately constant. This apparent discrepancy can be reconciled by noting that the entrainment zone is deeper
with weaker stratification.
b. General-structure model predictions

FIG. 3. Dimensionless CBL depth (inversion elevation) as a function of dimensionless time. Different symbols correspond to different
thermal stratifications in the free atmosphere as du y /dz 5 0.002 K
m 21 (N 5 0.008 s 21 ): filled circles, du y /dz 5 0.004 K m 21 (N 5 0.011
s 21 ): open circles, du y /dz 5 0.006 K m 21 (N 5 0.014 s 21 ): filled
squares, du y /dz 5 0.008 K m 21 (N 5 0.016 s 21 ): open squares, and
du y /dz 5 0.01 K m 21 (N 5 0.018 s 21 ): crosses. The dashed straight
line indicates the universal ZOM solution for the constant-ratio entrainment regime, ẑ i 5 [2(1 1 2C I )t̂]1/2 .

3 and 4 also confirm the relationships in (17) between
the ZOM parameters of equilibrium entrainment.
In Fig. 5, the ZOM entrainment ratio evaluated from
the LES is compared with the actual entrainment ratio at
the inversion level (defined as 2dBi /Bs 5 2w9b9 | i /Bs )
for cases of relatively weak and relatively strong stratification in the free atmosphere. The LES data indicate
that 2w9b9 | i /B s significantly changes with N. As seen
in the plot, its values are rather different between the
du y /dz 5 0.001 K m 21 and du y /dz 5 0.01 K m 21 cases.
The observed differences result primarily from differences in buoyancy flux profile shapes in the entrainment
zone between these two cases, as seen in Fig. 2. Such
differences in buoyancy flux profiles related to temperature stratification are also discussed in Sorbjan (1996).
With weak stratification, the profile of vertical buoyancy
flux in the lower portion of the entrainment zone looks
much less linear than its ZOM approximation shown in
Fig. 1, curving gradually through its minimum back
toward zero, whereas the ZOM counterpart continues
linearly until the minimum is reached, without a noticeable curvature. Consequently, the ZOM value of entrainment flux, B i 5 2Db(dz i /dt), does not appropriately
characterize the actual minimum value of buoyancy flux
at z i (see also van Zanten et al. 1999). With strong
stratification, the shapes of the ZOM and LES buoyancy
flux profiles between z il and z i resemble each other much

We employed the GSM of Fedorovich and Mironov
(1995) to calculate parameters of entrainment for five
stratifications with N between 0.006 and 0.018 s 21 , inclusive, in the free atmosphere. The calculated parameters were compared with our LES predictions and the
water tank data of Deardorff et al. (1980).
Before showing the comparisons, we would like to
demonstrate and discuss the LES results for the time
evolution of the lower and upper interfaces of the entrainment zone, z il and z iu . In Fig. 6, the LES data on
z il and z iu for all 10 simulated CBL cases are shown
together. As a reference, we also show the evolution of
z i from Fig. 3. It is remarkable that all three heights
vary in time almost synchronously. The time series of
z iu is characterized by a larger scatter than those of z il
and z i . This is rather expectable due to the more weakly
defined criterion of determining z iu from the LES data
compared to the criteria for other two heights as discussed in section 3b. One may also notice that ẑ il (t̂) and
ẑ i (t̂) are represented fairly well by the 1/2 power laws
in the quasi-stationary stage of entrainment (t̂ . 100),
while the ẑ iu (t̂) distribution reveals a tendency toward
slower growth as time increases. These deviations from
the 1/2 power law apparently affect the time evolution
of the buoyancy increment db and thus alter the shape
of Ri db (t̂) from that of RiDb (t̂). It is worth noting in this
connection that the method of determining the zeroorder buoyancy increment Db is independent of z iu . This
additionally explains a rather special character of the
Ri db dependence on t̂ in Fig. 4. A best-fit approximation
of Ri db (t̂) at t̂ . 100 yields an empirical power-law
estimate Ri db } t̂ 0.39 .
The above estimate allows an indirect evaluation of
the power-law exponent in the relationship between E
and Ri db . Indeed, taking Ri db } t̂ 0.39 , ẑ i } t̂1/2 , and E 5
ẑ 21/3
(dẑ i /dt̂), we obtain E } Ri 21.7
i
db , which is rather different from the corresponding ZOM relationship, E }
23/2
Ri 21
and
Db , but fairly close to the relationships E } Ri db
27/4
E } Ri db observed in a variety of laboratory experiments and extensively discussed in the literature (Turner
1968, 1973; Deardorff et al. 1980; Fernando 1991; Zilitinkevich 1991; Stevens and Lenschow 2001). Relationships between E and Richardson numbers RiDb , Ri db ,
and Ri N have been also directly evaluated from the LES
data. These three relationships are shown together in
Fig. 7. Retrieved relationships between E and RiDb , and
E and Ri N , follow the ZOM predictions fairly well: E
21
} Ri 21
Db and E } Ri N , see Eq. (17).
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FIG. 4. Richardson numbers RiDb (circles), Ri db (crosses), and Ri N (triangles) as functions of dimensionless time t̂ 5 tN for
0.006 s 21 # N # 0.018 s 21 (0.001 K m 21 # du y /dz # 0.01 K m 21 ) retrieved using (a) approximated z i (t) curves and (b)
original z i (t) data (only RiDb and Ri db are shown). The dashed lines depict ZOM power-law predictions for Ri Db (t̂) and Ri N (t̂).
The solid lines correspond to the 0.39 exponent, which is the best fit for Ri db (t̂) data in (b).

In Fig. 8, the LES data and the derived approximation for E (Ri d b ) are compared with predictions of
the GSM model of Fedorovich and Mironov (1995).
The GSM runs were performed for five different values of the buoyancy frequency in the free atmosphere.
For the wave-related energy drain at the CBL top, the
Zilitinkevich (1991) parameterization 2F u /(B s z i ) 5
C NRi N3/2( d z i /z il ) 3 was used.
Taking into account the structure of the GSM equa-

FIG. 5. Ratio of the buoyancy flux at z 5 z i to the surface buoyancy
flux as function of dimensionless time t̂ 5 tN for two stratifications
in the free atmosphere; weak: du y /dz 5 0.001 K m 21 (N 5 0.006
s 21 ), crosses and strong: du y /dz 5 0.01 K m 21 (N 5 0.018 s 21 ), circles.
The straight line corresponds to the ZOM estimate of the entrainment
ratio 2B i /B s 5 Db(dz i /dt)/B s , (see Fig. 1).

tions (Fedorovich and Mironov 1995), one may expect
the GSM solutions for entrainment parameters at sufficiently large t̂ (that also means large Ri db ) to be independent of N. This universality with respect to N is
demonstrated in Fig. 8, in which five curves corresponding to different N collapse to one curve at Ri db .
4. The universal solution quite closely follows the LES
prediction for E(Ri db ). In the plot, we also show, for
comparison, laboratory data on E(Ri db ) from the water
tank experiments of Deardorff et al. (1980) with the
CBL developing in the linearly stratified fluid. For relatively large values of Ri db , when the entrainment in the
quoted experiments was supposedly close to the equilibrium, our LES data are in a good agreement with the
laboratory results. However, there are some differences
between LES and water tank data with respect to Ri db .
Possible reasons for these differences will be discussed
in section 5.
Another parameter of entrainment considered within
the GSM framework is the relative entrainment layer
thickness, dz i /z i . The values of dz i /z i retrieved from the
simulated buoyancy profiles are shown in Fig. 9 as functions of three Richardson numbers: RiDb , Ri db , and Ri N .
The determination of dz i from the LES data is associated
with considerable uncertainties, as discussed in section
3b. This causes relatively large scatter in the presented
relationships, especially in dependences of dz i /z i on
Richardson numbers RiDb and Ri db . The latter two parameters include buoyancy increments Db and db, which
are determined from LES buoyancy profiles that have
rather large scatter. Nevertheless, one can confidently
identify the behavioral differences between dependenc-
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FIG. 6. Normalized heights of the lower (ẑ il 5 z il B 21/2
N 3/2 , triangles)
s
and upper (ẑ iu 5 z iuB 21/2
N 3/2 , crosses) interfaces of the entrainment
s
zone, and the inversion heights ẑ i 5 z i B 21/2
N 3/2 (circles) as functions
s
of dimensionless time t̂ 5 tN for 0.006 s 21 # N # 0.018 s 21 (0.001
K m 21 # du y /dz # 0.01 K m 21 ). Straight lines correspond to 1/2
power laws.

es of dz i /z i on RiDb and Ri N compared to the dependence
of dz i /z i on Ri db . The latter dependence indicates an
apparently sharper decrease of dz i /z i with growing Ri db
than in the dependences of dz i /z i on two other Richardson numbers.
The relationship between dz i /z i and Ri db predicted by
the GSM is compared with our LES results and the
laboratory data of Deardorff et al. (1980) in Fig. 10.
All datasets agree fairly well in predicting the general
character of the relationship between dz i /z i and Ri db .
However, the dz i /z i values obtained in the laboratory are
noticeably smaller that those predicted by the GSM and
retrieved from the LES data. Possible reasons for such
discrepancies will be discussed in section 5.
The quantitative agreement between the GSM and the
LES predictions of the dz i /z i to Ri db relation is rather
good. It is not clear, however, whether the GSM appropriately describes the behavior of dz i /z i at large Ri db .
One may also notice (see the caption to Fig. 8) that in
order to achieve the agreement between GSM and LES
predictions, the value of C N in the Zilitinkevich (1991)
parameterization for the wave-related energy flux must
be taken rather small.
We conclude our evaluation of the GSM by comparing its predictions with the LES and water tank data on
the relationship between dz i /z i and the dimensionless
entrainment rate E, shown in Fig. 11. The GSM prediction is in good overall agreement with the LES and
water-tank data except for small E, in which case the
growth of dz i /z i with E is slightly faster than simulated
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FIG. 7. Relationships between the dimensionless entrainment rate
E and Richardson numbers RiDb (circles), Ri db (crosses), and Ri N (triangles) derived from LES for 0.006 s 21 # N # 0.018 s 21 (0.001 K
m 21 # du y /dz # 0.01 K m 21 ). The 21 power-law lines show ZOM
relationships (17) between E, RiDb , and Ri N .

numerically and observed in the laboratory. Relationships predicted by all employed data sources are well
within the power-exponent range considered in Nelson
et al. (1989) for the description of equilibrium entrainment in the atmosphere.
The entrainment relationships retrieved from the LES

FIG. 8. Dimensionless entrainment rate E as a function of Ri db .
Curves present calculations based on the GSM model of Fedorovich
and Mironov (1995) with C N 5 0.007 for different N values in the
free atmosphere: N 5 0.008 s 21 (dashed and dotted line), N 5 0.011
s 21 (long-dashed line), N 5 0.014 s 21 (short-dashed line), N 5 0.016
s 21 (dashed and double dotted line), and N 5 0.018 s 21 (solid line).
The LES data for the stratification range 0.006 s 21 # N # 0.018 s 21
(0.001 K m 21 # du y /dz # 0.01 K m 21 ) are shown as circles. Water
tank data of Deardorff et al. (1980) are presented by crosses. Shortdashed straight lines present 21 and 23/2 power laws discussed in
Deardorff et al. (1980) and Zilitinkevich (1991).
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FIG. 9. Relationship between the relative entrainment layer depth
dz i /z i 5 (z iu 2 z il )/z i and Richardson numbers RiDb (circles), Ri db
(crosses), and Ri N (triangles) derived from the LES for 0.006 s 21 #
N # 0.018 s 21 (0.001 K m 21 # du y /dz # 0.01 K m 21 ).

can be employed for evaluation of one more GSM quantity, the so-called entrainment layer stratification parameter, which is the ratio of the buoyancy gradient in the
free atmosphere to the overall buoyancy gradient across
the entrainment layer: G 5 N 2 (dz i /db). In the GSMs of
Deardorff (1979) and Fedorovich and Mironov (1995),
the shape factors of the buoyancy profile in the entrainment layer are prescribed empirical functions of G. Expressing G in terms of Ri db , dz i /z i , and Ri N as
N 2dz i
(dz i /z i )Ri N
5
,
db
Ridb

VOLUME 61

FIG. 10. Relative entrainment layer depth dz i /z i 5 (z iu 2 z il )/z i as
a function of Ri db . For notation, see Fig. 8. Short-dashed straight lines
present 21/2 power law obtained by Boers (1989) from the analysis
of atmospheric data and 21 power law suggested by Deardorff et al.
(1980) based on the laboratory data and predicted by the Zilitinkevich
and Mironov (1992) model.

crement Db 5 (g/u y 0 )D u y in this relationship should be
taken at the inversion height z i , that is, the height of
the buoyancy flux minimum within the entrainment layer. Assigning z i to some other height (for instance, to
the height of the maximum buoyancy gradient, as done
in Sullivan et al. 1998) or taking D u y equal to the overall
virtual potential temperature increment across the en-

(22)

and using relationships between Ri db , dz i /z i , and Ri N
retrieved from the LES data (see Fig. 9), we find that
G in the equilibrium entrainment regime is approximately constant, with an average value of 1.2. This value
is approximately in the middle of the G range considered
by Fedorovich and Mironov (1995).
5. Discussion and conclusions
We have shown that parameters of entrainment and
the relationships between them depend on the bulk model framework within which they are specified. According to our understanding, the inconsistency of entrainment relationships obtained in a number of previous
LES studies and derived from experimental data is a
result of misinterpretation of the entrainment relationships and misusing the formalism of a given bulk model.
When interpreted strictly within the ZOM framework,
our LES data on the equilibrium convective entrainment
provide a clear support for the basic entrainment relationship of the ZOM: ERiDb 5 C1 with C1 5 0.17. In
order to satisfy the ZOM formalism, the buoyancy in-

FIG. 11. Relative entrainment layer depth dz i /z i 5 (z iu 2 z il )/z i as
a function of the dimensionless entrainment rate E. For notation, see
Fig. 8. Short-dashed straight lines correspond to the smallest, 1/4,
and largest, 1, values from the exponent range considered in Nelson
et al. (1989) for conditions of equilibrium entrainment in the atmosphere.
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trainment layer, du y , are not consistent with the ZOM
approach and may lead to misinterpretation of entrainment relationships. Conversely, one should not expect
the ZOM to correctly predict the entrainment ratio in
terms of the actual buoyancy flux of entrainment,
w9b9 | i . We have shown in section 4a that the ratio
w9b9 | i /B s strongly depends on N, while 2Db(dz i /dt)/B s
is essentially constant.
This discrepancy between 2Db(dz i /dt) and w9b9 | i
was interpreted in van Zanten et al. (1999) as a deficiency of the ZOM approach. We believe, however, that
both 2Db(dz i /dt) and w9b9 | i are rather sensible quantities for the characterization of entrainment. One merely
has to use each of these quantities within a relevant
model context. Van Zanten et al. (1999) found the value
of Db(dz i /dt)/B s in their LES experiments to be considerably larger than 0.2. We speculate that this could be
a result of the miscalculation the zero-order temperature
jump D u y from the LES data.
Our LES data have also shown that the ZOM approximation Dz i 5 2(z i 2 z il ), which originates from
the geometric formula of Stull (1976a), is not a good
estimate of the actual entrainment layer thickness dz i .
As shown in Fig. 6, in the equilibrium entrainment regime, Dz i /z i is roughly constant, which is in agreement
with the Stull (1976a) geometric considerations, while
dz i /z i changes (although slowly) with time. The LES
data suggest that in the considered entrainment regime,
the dimensionless entrainment layer stratification parameter G 5 N 2 (dz i /db) is a constant of about 1.2.
The reevaluation of the Fedorovich and Mironov
(1995) GSM of entrainment has shown that, if the waverelated energy drain is parameterized according to Zilitinkevich (1991), the GSM is able to predict general
features of relationships between dz i /z i , Ri db , and E.
However, the actual concept of the energy drain in the
GSM needs a revision. The GSM runs performed have
demonstrated that, with F u 5 F(z iu ) 5 0 (i.e., without
any parameterization for energy transport by waves),
the modeled value of dz i /z i does not decrease with growing Ri db as water tank and LES data predict, but tends
to a constant value (see also Fig. 12 in Fedorovich and
Mironov 1995). In order to match the LES and water
tank data, the value of the free parameter C N in the GSM
has to be taken unrealistically small (0.007), which indicates a deficiency of the employed scaling for the
energy drain. This suggests that the actual physical
mechanism represented by the discussed parameterization is not the flux of energy spent on the generation
of internal waves above the CBL (the LES data show
that transport of energy at z . z iu is negligibly small in
the whole range of N values considered), but rather the
damping of the entrainment zone growth by strong stratification at large Ri db (or large t̂), as demonstrated in
Fig. 8.
The relationship between dz i /z i and Ri db retrieved
from LES data was found to be closer to the dz i /z i }
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Ri 21/2
relationship retrieved from the atmospheric data
db
by Boers (1989) than to the dz i /z i } Ri 21
db relationship
that follows from the model of Zilitinkevich and Mironov (1992) for the temperature profile in the thermocline. A similar dependence, dz i /z il } Ri 21
db (note that
it is written in terms of z il , not z i ), was suggested by
Deardorff et al. (1980) based on their water tank data
(see the discussion below).
Following the arguments of Zilitinkevich and Mironov (1992) and Otte and Wyngaard (2001) regarding the
governing length scale l b of turbulence in the entrainment layer (the so-called buoyancy length scale), one
may assume that l b } w b (db/dz i ) 21/2 , where w b is the
turbulence velocity scale in the entrainment layer. A
similar formula for l b was earlier obtained by Schumann
and Gertz (1995) and later employed by Sorbjan (2001).
Adopting, for free-convection conditions, w b } w* (Otte
and Wyngaard 2001) and taking after Zilitinkevich and
2
Mironov (1992) dz i /z i } Ri 21
db 5 w /(db · z i ), we find
*
that the governing turbulence length scale in the entrainment layer is proportional to its depth: l b } dz i . Our
LES results suggest that turbulence length scale in the
entrainment layer is additionally a function of hydrostatic stability in the entrainment layer. Indeed, if we
combine dependence l b } w*(db/dz i ) 21/2 with the LESderived relationship dz i /z i } Ri 2m
db , where m is definitely
smaller than 1 (actually, it is rather close to 1/2, as seen
in Fig. 10), we will come up with l b } dz i (Ri d(m21)/2
) so
b
that the turbulence length scale in the entrainment layer
decreases with growing inversion strength. Because Ri N
grows with Ri db as a power function with the exponent
smaller than 1 (see Fig. 9), the scale l b also monotonically decreases with Ri N . Such a dependence on Ri N is
in a good qualitative agreement with observed differences between the mean virtual potential temperature
profiles in the entrainment layer at small and large N
(see Fig. 2). However, a conceptual model that could
explain the retrieved relationships between parameters
of entrainment in the general case still has to be developed. It should be also taken into account that LES
predictions of the entrainment zone thickness at large
N could be not as reliable due to insufficient performance of employed subgrid closure in the flow regions
with strong stable stratification.
In the water tank experiments of Deardorff et al.
(1980), whose data are extensively used to verify models
of entrainment, the inversion height z i was defined as
the height of the most negative buoyancy flux, and the
upper and lower boundaries of the entrainment zone (z il
and z iu in our notation) were specified, respectively, as
the height where the ‘‘turbulent heat flux first reaches
zero’’ (z il ) and as the height above z i ‘‘beyond which
the buoyancy flux and its vertical derivative remain vanishingly small’’ (z iu ). In the analysis of our LES data
(see section 3b) we tried to follow these definitions as
closely as possible. Except for the cases in which we
calculated derivatives from the time series (i.e., for the
evaluation of E), we tried to avoid the smoothing of the
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LES output data. Nevertheless, due to arbitrary interpretation of the notion of ‘‘vanishingly small,’’ we found
values of dz i /z i in our LES to be systematically larger
than in the experiments of Deardorff et al. (1980), although the general trends in our dz i /z i data were the
same as in the water tank CBL. It should be noted in
this connection that the largest differences between the
LES and water tank data are observed in the dz i /z i versus
Ri db relationship (see Fig. 10) when both retrieved parameters are affected by the uncertainties in dz i .
The E } Ri 23/2
relationship, which is rather close to
db
the relationship predicted by LES in our study, was
already considered by Deardorff et al. (1980) in their
analyses of water tank data. This relationship was also
observed in earlier laboratory experiments discussed by
Turner (1968, 1973). However, Deardorff et al. (1980)
eventually gave preference to the E } Ri 21
db dependence.
Following Zilitinkevich (1991), one may notice that in
the dataset from the Deardorff et al. (1980) experiments,
the relationship E } Ri 21
db better fits the data for the cases
of entrainment in almost neutrally stratified fluid, while
E } Ri 23/2
db is a better approximation for the CBL growing
in a strongly stratified fluid. This observation, to a certain extent, supports our findings. Small Ri db numbers
in our simulations correspond to small t̂ values, which
are associated with either mean weak stratification
above the CBL (small N) or with early stages of entrainment (small t), when the equilibrium stage of entrainment is not yet achieved. The graph in Fig. 7 shows
that at Ri db , 10 (at t̂ , 100), the dimensionless entrainment rate E, indeed, decreases with Ri db rather
slowly, more like Ri 21
db as compared to the equilibrium
regime at Ri db . 10 (t̂ . 100), where the exponent in
the power law is close to 23/2.
The deviation from the 21 power law in the E(Ri db )
dependence was also observed in the LES study of Sullivan et al. (1998). In that study, both E and Ri db were
calculated with z i taken as the height of the maximum
buoyancy gradient in the entrainment zone. The Sullivan
et al. (1998) data, as well as our LES results, show that
this height systematically exceeds the height of the
buoyancy flux minimum, which was taken as the inversion height in Deardorff et al. (1980), by 10 to 20
percent. This might, to a certain extent, modify the E
dependence on Ri db (note that larger z i values result in
smaller E and larger Ri db ), and could be a reason for
systematically smaller entrainment rates in the LES of
Sullivan et al. (1998) in comparison with the water tank
data of Deardorff et al. (1980).
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